Lancashire C.C. – 09/03/13
Mrs Di Brown
Many thanks to Chris and her show management team for the invitation to judge and for the
excellent hospitality. Daniella was my steward again today and I am grateful to her for doing
such an excellent job of handling the cats.

BREED CLASSES
A.C Oriental Premier Male
GD PC – Anderson’s PR FIORDILISO JAQUES NOIR (37) MN 20/05/10. An overall
well balanced boy with lovely head type. Super broad top to medium length wedge with
huge flared ears set wide. Eye shape basically good but a little full at times, setting good and
the colour is a bright mid green. Dip to profile centre nose, chin of good depth lines up with
the nose tip, bite untidy with several incisors missing but is basically level. Elegant neck line
and long weighty body, the latter perhaps a touch over comfortable, long whip tail to balance.
Excellent coat qualities, glossy jet black that was completely sound to roots, very short and
sleek in texture. Perfect temperament and excellently presented.
British Cinnamon Fawn Self Kitten
1st & BOB – Stephenson’s MALSOM ZEUS (15r) M 17/07/12. A fairly well grown boy of
overall good type. Well rounded head with good width to skull, ears could be a little smaller
but follow the contours of the head. Cheeks developing well and the muzzle is well rounded.
Gently curved brow and short nose, chin firm and bite level. Deep gold eyes with pupils
enlarged today, could be a touch more open in expression but basic shape good. Short strong
neck and weighty body that is a little rangy at present, short limbs, round paws and medium
length tail with rounded tip. Attractive rosy fawn coat colour, soundness good with only the
slightest of paling right at the roots, a little ghosting also evident just on the lower sides and
tail. Coat a touch long but texture promising, there was some density to it and there was a
hint of crispness. A very sweet tempered boy, excellently presented.
British Blue/Lilac/Fawn Tortie & White Kitten
1st & BOB – Wood’s CRISHELL RAINBOW (22a) F 27/06/12. An attractive girl of very
good British type, almost adult and a nice size. Round apple head with neat cheeks and small
neat ears with rounded tips set well apart on broad skull. Round eyes of very good open
expression and deep gold colour. Rounded forehead and short broad nose, good depth the
chin and a level bite, well rounded muzzle. Large weighty and cobby body with deep chest
and strong hind quarters, short strong limbs, tail of medium length and thick at the root, but
quite pointed at the tip rather than rounded. Coat shows a very good balance between mid
blue, pale cream and white patches, white to just over the third, on face, across the chest and
down her tummy, colour shows on top of head and over her back with a fully coloured tail.
Promising for texture, short dense and slightly crisp. Easy to handle and excellently
presented.
Oriental Cream or Apricot Adult
BOB – Entwistle’s CH SYBELLA SINNBAD (37fn) M 08/07/10. A handsome lad who
was not in the best of moods today. Medium length wedge with very good width to top and
well flared ears that were just about large enough to balance. Oriental shape and set to eyes

with wicked expression and mid green colour. Small dip to nose, chin okay, it was very
difficult to see if his bite was level, even though he was very keen to show me his canines,
but it appeared to be okay. Long lean body, which could be better covered over the spine,
long elegant limbs and tail to almost balance. Coat colouring appeared somewhere between
cream and apricot, but the hall lighting was very yellow and so not helpful to this colour,
coat good for clarity with on a little pattern evident on the lower sides. Coat generally good
for length and texture just a touch harsh down the spine. Very naughty but excellently
presented.
A.C. Oriental Bicolour Adult
CC & BOB – Webster’s FIORDILISO NANPEMA NUAGE (48 40) F 21/03/12. A lovely
Bicolour lady, very dainty and feminine. Super head for style and balance with excellent top
and large flared ears set wide. Superior expression to eyes of good depth of blue. Tiny dip to
profile, firm chin with level bite. Elegant neck and long slender but surprisingly weighty
body, with long slender limbs and neat spoon paws, whippy tail to balance. Very attractive
Bicolour pattern with well over the one third white, even inverted “v” to mask with “Charlie
Chaplin” moustache, tummy completely white and there is some white right across the chest
and on all four limbs. Light seal shading to body, and a coat of excellent sleek texture.
Excellent to handle and beautifully presented.
Oriental Longhair Neuter
PC & BOB – Hardy’s PIPPASTRO RED JAZZPURR (62 20d) MN 24/02/12. A strong
and handsome male neuter. Very good head with wide top line, ears large enough to balance
and well furnished. Oriental eye shape and set with sweet expression and very good mid
green colour. Strong profile, chin lines up and the bite is level. Long weighty body, longish
strong boned limbs and large oval paws, tail short for balance. Super rich red colouring to
coat, I had to stand back and use a little imagination to see the spots, they were reasonably
clear on the shoulders and lower sides but heavily linked over the back, and there is minimal
contrast between pattern and ground colour. Coat texture excellent, silky and fine, it could be
a touch longer down the sides but did have a modicum of flow. A shy but gentle boy.
Excellently presented.
Seal Point Adult
BOB – Brock’s UK & IMP GD CH KEVELS PURRSONALITY (24) F 21/12/07. A
lovely lady, very well balanced and correct, and she has some excellent qualities. Medium
length wedge with very good top of head and fairly large open based ears set to follow. Very
good expression to eyes of deep blue. Super strong profile, deep chin lines up with the nose
tip, bite scissored over. Well defined neck and long firm toned body, tail rather short for
balance. Dense dark but warm toned seal points, creamy coat has excellent contrast for a
mature seal with the lightest of ticked shading overall, and the length and texture was very
good and close lying today. A joy to handle as always, beautifully presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Adult
BOB – Morgan’s CH ASTRALBLAESE PEGASUS (24c) M 28/05/06. This boy is such a
dear person, overall good for type although I would like his ears a touch larger to balance his
medium length wedge, but they were well set. Sweet expression to eyes of reasonably good
blue. Profile a touch uneven but chin good and bite level. Long lean and well toned body with
good length tail that was showing a little stud tail today. Darker lilac points that could be a
touch pinker in tone but match well. Exemplary contrast to magnolia coat with minimal

shading to tone, length okay but rather soft and fine in texture thus could lie closer. Very
sweet tempered and easy to handle for an entire. Excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Adult
BOB – Morgan’s IMP GD CH ASTRALBLAESE ANDROMEDA (24n) F 21/11/04.
This lady was in excellent condition for an 8 year old and still retains her type. Nicely
balanced medium length wedge with good top of head and large well flared ears set to follow.
Oriental eye shape and set to eyes, can hold them a tad wide at times, and ideally the colour
could be deeper but was acceptable. Profile good, chin firm, bite untidy with almost no
incisors present but looks reasonably level. Long weighty body but has lost some of the
muscle tone over her spine. Points colour is dark but would like to see more brownish
overtone, coat contrast excellent with the bare minimum of tonal shading, length good but
texture soft and fine. Handled well as always and excellently presented.
Also considered: Gurney-Taylor’s CH SENSUAL TINKER TAYLOR (24n) F 18/09/11.
A neat and dainty lady who was good for type and quite stylish. Longer wedge with good top
and large ears set well. Oriental eye shape and set to eyes which she tends to hold wide,
colour could be deeper. Profile good, chin could be a little deeper but bite level. Long
surprisingly weighty body, tail needs an inch to balance. Points colour fairly good with some
brownish overtone to tail in particular. Completely unshaded off-white coat of excellent
sleek texture. Excellent to handle and presented to perfection.
Seal Point Siamese Neuter
BOB – Clarke’s PR FOXYPAWS BENTLEY (24) MN 19/07/10. A large and stylish male
neuter. Well balanced head, but could be stronger for a male, top of head very good and the
ears are large flared and very well set. Head not quite so good in profile, he has quite a
marked dip centre nose and a bulbous tip to it, the chin slopes back quite a degree, bite lacks
incisors but gums do look reasonably level. Oriental eye shape and set with mid blue colour.
Elegant neck and long slender and firm toned body, super long whippy tail. Dark seal points
that were cool in tone, pale fawn coat with medium shading that was also rather cool in tone,
length good and it was close lying but a touch harsh in texture down the spine. I did debate
over the BOB due to the points colour in particular, but decided that the lighting sufficiently
poor for me to make allowance on this. Perfect temperament and presentation.
Caramel Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOB – Green’s PR MAPU FIRENZE (24n) FN 10/04/07. An older lady of good
type with a strong well balanced wedge and large ears well set. Very good shape set and
expression to eyes with mid blue colour. Strong roman profile, chin of good depth goes back
a touch, bite looks level but there are no incisors remaining. Tends to hunch her neck, body
of good length but a little “comfortable” in the middle, well tapered tail need an inch to
balance. Excellent points colour, dark sludgy toned lilac-based caramel with clear brownish
overtones, off white coat colour with minimal shading, thus excellent contrast, coat a little
long fine and slightly open. Very sweet tempered, seemed a little out of sorts today.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
A.C. British Novice Adult
1st – Sinkinson’s MURU’S THE DUDE (30s) M 19/04/12. This boy has very good size and
development for 11 months. Strong round head with broad skull and full cheeks, ears small,

set well apart and following the contours of the head. Round eyes with good expression and
hazel colour. Gently curved forehead and short broad nose, chin firm and bite level. Super
cobby and weighty body with broad chest and strong hind quarters, strong boned limbs and
round close toed paws, good length tail to balance. Spotted pattern, with neat well rounded
spots and minimal linkage with a little brindling to both pattern and paler silver ground. Coat
texture good, short dense and generally quite crisp although there is also a slightly greasy
feel to it over the lower back. Excellent temperament.
2nd – Davidson’s SURREPTITIOUS BETHAN (18) F 06/05/11. A compact and cobby
lady of very good type. Round head with good width between fairly small ears well set.
Profile good with gentle curve to forehead and short broad nose, chin firm and bite level.
Round eyes, expression good, colour mid gold. Short neck, cobby body and strong hind
quarters, short limbs and round paws, medium length tail with rounded tip. Black tabby
pattern on mid silver ground, butterfly well broken with small areas of ground colour, three
spine lines, though central one a little indistinct. Oysters large and round, distinct bracelets
and tiny spots to toes, two necklaces and broad uneven rings to tail. Coat short though could
be a touch denser, but texture good. Very sweet tempered.
3rd – Figgins’ HYSSOPUSS ROYAL-KNEES-UP (40 4) M 14/05/12. A handsome young
male with a good round head, neat cheeks and small ears set well apart. Profile correct with
short nose, chin firm and bite level, well rounded muzzle. Super cobby body with deep chest
very sort strong boned limbs and good length tail to balance. Darker frosty grey points that
match quite well for tone. Magnolia coat that was minimal for shading and good for length
and density, though marginally soft in texture. Excellent temperament, a friendly boy.
A.C. British Novice Adult
1st – Jay’s JANSTAN JUST LILLIBET (15c) 29/04/12. An attractive and well developed
female of good British type, well developed for her age. Round head with fairly small ears set
well and good width to skull, cheeks good and muzzle well rounded to complete the picture.
Short strong neck and good cobby body with plenty of substance, short limbs, medium length
tail that was thick at the base and rounded at the tip. Paler lilac coat colour with a hint of
pink, almost sound to roots and virtually clear of ghosting, apart from the tail that showed a
few ghost rings. Coat good for length and density with a hint of crispness to it. Excellent
temperament.
2nd – Allen’s ADWOSH SILVER RENOIR (18) M 02/04/12. A young male with some
promise but very adolescent looking at present. Round head with good broad skull, ears
medium in size but set well, cheeks developing, muzzle well rounded. Gentle curve to
forehead with short broad nose, chin lines up and the bite is level. Good open expression to
eyes of hazel colour. Body a touch rangy but excellent for substance, short strong limbs and
medium length tail to balance. Black tabby pattern, with well defined butterfly, three fairly
distinct spine lines and large oysters, several unbroken necklaces and wide uneven rings to
tail. Coat texture good, it was short and dense with a little crispness to it. Excellent to
handle.
3rd – Wright’s REVODNA AMAZING-GRACE (31a) F 09/04/12. A neat and tidy lady
with a well round head and good cheeks, ears fairly small and set well apart. Super
expression to eyes, very open and a deep gold in colour. Good profile with short neat nose,
chin is firm and the bite is level. Compact and cobby body, short limbs and medium length
tail. Coat colour a good balance between blue and white patches, the blue a medium tone and

sound, showing on head and ears over the back and flanks with a fully coloured tail. White
patches to just under half, on face, across chest and down the tummy and on all four limbs.
Coat a touch long but quite dense and slightly crisp. A friendly lady.
A.C British Novice Kitten
A super class.
1st – Harling’s ACONZI BUMBLE ARDY (79S75a) MN 03/09/12. A super kitten, good
for type and well grown. Round head with light curve to top and medium sized ears well set.
Good profile with gentle curve to brow and a short nose with downward slant at the tip, chin
firm and bite level, slightly padded whisker pads. Round eyes with sweet expression and
hazel colour. Strong little body, well muscled for a youngster, medium length limbs and tail
to balance. Mid blue shading to coat with oatmeal undercoat, good for length and is lightly
rexed with a luxuriant feel to it. Lovely to handle.
2nd – Kirk & Jahasz’s GUSELLI BILBO BAGGINS (16) M 26/09/12. A promising boy
and well grown. Nicely rounded head with cheeks developing well, good width to skull and
medium sized ears set well apart. Gently curved forehead and short broad nose, deep chin and
level bite, muzzle well rounded. Round eyes of deep gold and good expression. Compact and
weighty body, really strong boned limbs and large round paws, good tail. Powder blue coat
with minimal tipping, promising for length and texture. Excellent temperament.
ex 2nd – Chance’s CHARMODEN IAMADORABLE (30as) F 30/07/12. A well
developed girl of good British type. Round head with good width between medium sized
ears that were set well, cheeks good. Profile good with short broad nose, firm chin that lines
up with the nose tip and a level bite, whisker pads a little prominent. Expressive open eyes
of deep gold. Cobby body with good depth to chest and strong hind quarters, strong boned
limbs and round paws, medium length tail to balance. Mid blue spotting to coat a little
indistinct due to light brindling but spots well rounded with minimal linkage, ground mid
silver also with a little brindling. Coat qualities good, it was short and dense with a hint of
crispness. Excellent to handle.
3rd – Chance’s CHARMODEN IAMHELLFIRE (18d) M 19/09/12. A most attractive and
promising baby who excels for pattern. Head well rounded with fairly small ears well set,
slight cheeks and rounded muzzle, nose short and broad with deep chin and level bite. Short
strong neck, body baby rangy at present but very good for weight and substance, strong
boned limbs and tail to balance. Mid red tabby pattern which was very well defined with
good butterfly and three evenly spaced spine lines, large round well matched oysters, multi
bracelets to limbs with tiny spots to toes, tail has several wide rings and a solid tip. Coat a
little long and baby soft. Such a sweet lad, very friendly bless him.
A.C. Oriental Breeders Adult
1st – Helm’s VELVETENA FAWNYKACHON (37r) F 31/05/12. A dainty and stylish
young queen with very good head type and large flared ears very well set. Expressive eyes
of good green colour. Long slender and well toned body with whippy tail. Rosy fawn coat
that was sound to roots and almost clear of ghosting, excellent for length and texture beautifully sleek and close. Super to handle.
2nd – Brownrigg’s HEMLOCK SOULJA BOY (38a) M 25/03/12. A large and handsome
lad of good type. Head well balanced with large well set ears though somewhat effeminate at
present and needs to strengthen. Very good eye shape set and expression with bright mid

green colour. Long well muscled body and good tail. Mid blue spotting shows some linkage
in places and also has a little agouti invasion, but length and texture excellent. A friendly boy.
A.C. Oriental Adult not bred by Exhibitor
1st – Brownrigg’s ENZO FERRARI ONZA DE ORO (41) 02/05/12. I love the strength
and masculinity of this boy. Excellent head type with broad top line and very large ears
excellently set. Strong profile and good chin with level bite. Super expression to eyes of very
good green colour. Long elegant but very well muscle body in the peak of condition, good
tail. Black classic pattern not the best but it is good enough and is remarkably sound for a
classic, dense black butterfly and oysters with three solid and even spine lines, would prefer
to see more warmth of tone to ground colour. Coat glossy and sleek. A super boy who was
perfect to handle.
2nd – Webster’s FIORDILISO NANPEMA NUAGE (48 40) F 21/03/12
A.C. Oriental Self Kitten
1st – Blackbourn’s ADERSTAR FIRESTARTER (37d) M 23/06/12. A strong chap who is
almost adult but still looks a baby, albeit a big one. Overall type okay, medium length head
with fairly good top line, ears just about large enough at present but will probably end up a
tad small in proportion by the time he matures. Eyes a touch full, colour good. Huge “puppy”
body, longish tail. Bright red coat colouring, shows quite an amount of well defined spotting
at present, texture short and sleek. A dear boy to handle.
2nd – Keoghan’s ALDERSTAR KAGUYA-HIME (29) F 15/09/12. A neat but well grown
female kitten. Medium length head and although her top line is good, she tends to carry her
ears rather upright rather than following the lines of the wedge. Good green colouring to eyes
with sweet expression. Darker Havana coat that was sound to roots and good for length and
texture. Excellent to handle.
A.C. Oriental Titled Neuter
1st – Webster’s GD PR NANPEMA FIDELIO (37d) MN 02/05/11. This male neuter really
has matured well, his type is very good, he has a strong and stylish head with excellent broad
top line and large ears set to balance. Sweet expression to eyes of bright mid green. Long
well toned and weighty body. Rich red coat colour with a good deal of clear spotting still but
lovely for texture and condition. Very sweet tempered and easy to handle.
A.C. Oriental Visitors Neuter
1st - Nelson’s TIDDLEPOO JUSTIN TYME (38d) MN 02/05/11. Such a dear boy, I know
I always say this every time I judge him but he really is a lovely chap to handle and brings a
whole new meaning to the word ”relaxed”. Even and well balanced medium length wedge
with very good top of head and largish ears set very well. The sweetest expression to eyes of
good green, and he has dear little freckles on his nose. He is weighty yet elegant with a good
trim tummy line, I just wish his spots were better, they really are hard to see with minimal
definition between pattern and ground colour. Perfect temperament.
AC. Siamese/Balinese Novice Adult
1st – Brown’s CHINKIYLYNX AMAZING GRACE (32c) F 23/03/12. A neat and dainty
lady of good type but very immature as yet, her points are also much too hot in tone for a
cream, and given her youth, is almost certainly apricot. Eye shape a tad full and the colour

could be considerably deeper. Lightly shaded coat a touch too fine and soft in texture today.
Excellent temperament.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Junior Adult.
1st – Maybury’s SAMANJON IAMNOANGEL (32/1) F 22/03/12. A delightful little
female, very stylish and feminine. Super head type with lovely top and large butterfly ears set
to balance. Tiny pinch to muzzle and untidy bite. Long slender but weighty body with long
whippy tail. Well defined tabby markings with good rings to tail. Medium shading to coat of
good length and texture. Excellent to handle.
2nd – Rice’s SIAMAIDEN ACES HIGH (24a) F 25/01/12. An attractive lady with the most
lovely deep sapphire blue eyes. Head nicely balanced with good width to top line. Long
slender body but tail need an inch to balance. Blue points on the dark side and she is quite
heavily shaded for such a young cat, but coat short and very close textured. A sweet natured
girl.
3rd - – Moore’s ADZWOAM DANCER (32/8) F 15/12/11. A neat and tidy lady of good
type and style. Head type good with fairly good top and largish ears well set. Sweet
expression to eyes of good colour. Blue based caramel tabby points could show a little more
brownish overtone, tail rings good. Super sleek coat with lovely texture. Excellent
temperament.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Senior Adult
1st - Brock’s UK & IMP GD CH KEVELS PURRSONALITY (24) F 21/12/07
2nd – Morgan’s CH ASTRALBLAESE ARTEMIS (24b) F 01/10/06. A dainty lady and
her overall type is good but she really is quite a dark chocolate, on the plus side she has a
lovely clear ivory coat, particularly for an older girl. Sweet expression to eyes of mid blue.
Slight dip to profile, chin good, bite lacks incisors now. Long well toned body, good and
weighty today, whip tail. Excellent to handle.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Radius Kitten
1st – Brown’s BURNTHAITES MAYFLOWER (32b3) F 25/06/12. A typy baby, head
type good with good width to top and large flared ears very well set. Profile good but chin
goes back a touch, bite level. Firm little body, dainty limbs and neat spoon paws with whip
tail. Dark chocolate tortie points, beautifully mingled on all points in mid red, particularly the
ears. Clear coat that was a touch baby long and fine in texture. A very confident and poised
young Miss.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Visitors Kitten
1st – Webb’s PIPPASTRO LUKEASTAR (61b) M 21/07/12. A well grown Bali boy of
very good type. His head is stylish with excellent top width and large well furnished ears very
well set. Oriental eye shape and set, but the colour needs to be considerably deeper. Very
good weight and substance to body with strong boned limbs and large paws. Chocolate points
dark and slightly cool in tone, unshaded coat of promising length, very silky and fine in
texture. A friendly boy.
2nd – Ryan’s RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE (61dt) M 20/06/12. This chap was very well
grown for his age, good for type, Medium length head with good top, ears just about large
enough but nicely furnished. Eyes shape a little full and there is a hint of a “look”, but colour

good. Huge weighty body, tail a good length but he already has evidence of stud tail which is
unusual in a kitten. Excellent rich red colour to tabby markings with clear rings to tail. Coat
unshaded, length appropriate for age and texture beautifully silky and fine. A dear boy to
handle.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Titled Neuter
A fabulous Class with 4 high quality neuters.
1st – Sheldon’s GD PR JOHPAS COEUR D’OR (32a) MN 22/10/11. Just gorgeous.
Strong head with broad top line and very large wide based ears beautifully set to balance.
Perfect expression to eyes of deep but brilliant sapphire blue. Strong profile and deep chin
with level bite. Long well muscled body and long whip. Bright red points colour and
unshaded warm white coat of excellent length and texture. Handled beautifully
2nd – Hardy’s GD PR PIPPASTRO TOMAHAWK (62 40 4) MN 13/05/08. A handsome
Bali neuter, just what it says on the tin – a Siamese with frills. I would like him a little finer
in the muzzle and his points could be pinker in tone, but today his coat was really good for
length and flow and the texture was excellent. He is also a very sweet person and a joy to
handle.
ex 2nd – Webb’s IMP GD PR LITTLEFEAT TEXAS TWISTER (32a) MN 05/03/10. I
love this boys type and style, I would just like him to be a little more masculine, but he is not
small by any means. Super head for style with very large ears excellently set. Lovely eyes for
shape set and expression with deep blue colour. Long weighty body and good tail. Bright red
points and lightly shaded warm white coat with super sleek texture. Another lovely boy to
handle.
3rd – Weatherill’s IMP GD PR BURNTHWAITES GOOD-TIME-GAL (32b1) FN
13/08/10. A stylish lady, she has a lovely head with very large ears wide set. very good eye
shape set and colour, perhaps a touch wide at times. Good weight and substance to long
body, tail needs an inch to balance. Dark seal tortie points well mingled on all points in mid
red. Very good contrast to coat with minimal shading to tone, good for length but texture a
touch too fine today. Excellent to handle.

END OF REPORT.

